**Functions** - Functions are used to describe words. They tell what words do.

**Directions** – Name the word that has each function. Afterward, go back and tell what each word does.

1) This is used to write and erase on paper. _________________________

2) This is used to stick pieces of paper together. ______________________

3) These are worn on hands to keep them warm. _____________________

4) This is something you can carry to keep rain off of you. ______________

5) This keeps food cold. __________________________________________

6) You can use this to dig holes. _________________________________

7) This helps people climb up to high places. ______________________

8) These are used to help birds and planes fly. _________________

9) This is used to protect animals, like turtles and snails. _____________

10) This tells you where the end of a sentence is. ___________________

Answers: 1) pencil, 2) glue, 3) gloves, 4) umbrella, 5) refrigerator, 6) shovel, 7) ladder, 8) wings, 9) shell, 10) period